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ABSTRACT Electric drives applications have been worldwide adopted for the transportation electrification.
An electric drive system is constituted by two main components: the power electronics converter and the
electrical machine. Traditionally the design workflow consisted in the separate realization of these two parts,
by different teams or even organizations. This requires strong assumptions regarding operating conditions
and may lead to actual performance at system level far from the one expected. In this article, a unified design
methodology of the two sub-systems is presented considering the true operating conditions, allowing a more
accurate assessment of power losses at system level and identifying the influence of the converter design
choices on the electric machine performance. As a case study, this article presents a comparative analysis
among three different converter topologies designed to drive a 8.5 kW–120 krpm surface PMSM. The study
aims at comparing the considered systems in terms of overall efficiency, losses distribution and system com-
plexity. At first converters are simulated in Matlab-Simulink to estimate the losses and the current waveforms,
that are then used in the Finite Element model of the electrical machine to estimate the loss components in a
real scenario. The models developed are then validated by means of experimental measurements. This article
highlights the new understanding that can be gained by considering the interactions between sub-systems,
allowing a more conscious choice of the converter topology to achieve optimal overall performance.

INDEX TERMS Electric machine, power electronics, pulsewidth modulated power converter.

I. INTRODUCTION
The design of electrical drive system dates back to several
decades ago. The development of the technology and of the
design methodology allowed for an ever-increasing level of
performance for the electrical machine, the power electronics
and the control system. Recently, the push for a more sus-
tainable transportation has fueled the research on electrifica-
tion across different sectors, such as automotive, marine and
aerospace [1]. For example, in aircraft electrification systems,
the integration of the electrical generation directly inside the

main jet engine has been a focus of several studies, aiming
to reduce system complexity and boost both reliability and
efficiency [2]. This concept, named More Electric Engine
(MEE), proposes the use of high speed electrical machines, in
order to eliminate or reduce the need for a complex gearbox
system used to drive the electrical machine at a fixed number
of revolution per minute, irrespective of main shaft speed.
In modern engines, the generator can be connected to either
the high or low pressure shaft; the first leads to better system
performance, while facing higher cost and complexity on the
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machine due to the harsh operating environment. Apart from
the aviation sector, numerous industrial application benefit
from higher speed electrical machines, as shown in [3]–[5].
Applications like turbochargers, micro-turbines, spindle mo-
tors, turbo molecular pumps, oil and gas compressor and
many others can attain higher efficiency by direct coupling
of machine and load avoiding geared, belt or turbine driven
transmission arrangements [6]. The drawback of an increased
speed is a higher complexity in the design phase due to several
mechanical, thermal, electronics and control challenges that
need to be addressed [7]. The electrical machine will present
additional losses due to the higher current frequencies, both
in laminations and conductors, also a higher rotor rigidity is
needed to insure structural integrity. From the power electron-
ics and control perspective the synthesis of higher frequency
currents with low harmonic content whilst maintaining high
power density is the main challenge. The adoption of wide
bandgap materials, such as silicon carbide (SiC) or Gallium
Nitride (GaN), allows an increase in switching frequency
and/or lower switching losses compared to standard silicon
(Si) devices, helping to overcome these problems. In particu-
lar, this grants better controllability thanks to the higher ratio
between switching and fundamental frequency and reduces
the need for bulky output filters. However, wide bandgap
devices may also result in increased electromagnetic interfer-
ence EMI. Both differential and common mode components
of the converter output voltage can contribute to the problem.
Radiated emissions are due to the fast voltage and high current
transients, whereas common mode variations are responsible
for circulating currents and conducted emissions. This may
negatively affect the surrounding low-power electronics and
leads to premature bearing failure and increased stress on
the motor windings insulation. These issues, along with mit-
igation strategies, are widely covered in a number of works
and their extensive discussion is beyond the scope of this
paper [8]–[10]. One aspect in the design of a high speed
drive system that must not be overlooked is the effects that
the converter topology choice has upon the performance of
the whole system. The independent evaluation of converter
and electrical machine [11], [12], does not always allow a
correct prediction of the overall system efficiency. In fact, on
one hand, machine efficiency and power factor need to be
maximized in order to reduce the converter rating as much
as possible, for better power density and lower cost. On the
other hand, converter output power quality and topology af-
fect the machine efficiency [13]. The selection of the most
suitable electrical machine and/or converter topology for a
high speed for a given high speed application, is already been
studied [14]. This study, as opposed to others, aims to evaluate
the effects of converter architecture choice on the electrical
machine performance, usually neglected in the analysis. This
paper proposes a paradigm change. While the traditional de-
sign workflow, adopted until now, involves separate design
and optimization of the different system components (often
performed by different engineers) to be then integrated into
the final system, with the proposed new design methodology

FIGURE 1. Simulation process overview.

instead, a comprehensive system level analysis is carried out.
The influence of the converter choice on the overall system
performance, in terms of system efficiency, losses allocation
and losses sensitivity to design parameters is considered, as
outlined in Fig. 1. This solution aims to achieve a true system
level optimum, that was usually not possible with previous
techniques. The system architecture selection is then finalized
considering the system efficiency, the losses allocation and
the losses sensitivity with the change of the most influential
parameters. In the two next sections an overview of the electri-
cal machines and converter structures commonly adopted for
high speed applications is presented. Section IV describes the
simulation environment and the losses calculation methods for
both converters and electrical machine. Section V illustrates
the simulation results of converters and electrical machine in
terms of losses in the torque-speed plane. Section VI com-
pares the different architectures in terms of system losses,
their allocation and their sensitivity with respect to the param-
eter change. Last section presents the experimental test carried
out on one of the studied architecture.

II. HIGH SPEED ELECTRICAL MACHINES
A. OVERVIEW
The selection of a specific machine type, among the ones suit-
able for high speed operations, as suggested in literature [3]
and later adopted by industry, is strongly dependent on the
characteristics of the particular application [15]. Among
the classical types of machines, induction (IM), switched
reluctance (SR) and surface mounted permanent magnet
synchronous machines (SPMSM) can all be adopted for high
speed applications. The first topology can be easily employed
for high speed applications, in both laminated and solid rotor
variant due to the robustness of these structures [16]–[18]. In
addition to that, there are no permanent magnets in the rotating
part which eliminates the risk of demagnetisation. The simpler
rotor construction leads to a more cost-effective solution, and
does not require retaining sleeves. Drawbacks are high rotor
losses, and low power factor leading to poor overall efficiency.
This type of machine is thus less suitable for applications
where high efficiency and power factors are crucial. SR
machines are also suitable for high speed applications thanks
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TABLE 1. Machine Parameters

to a simple and robust rotor design, with no active components
or rotor containment system [19], [20]. The advantages of this
topology are the ability to withstand harsh environments and
high fault tolerance. On the other hand, efficiency and power
factor both suffer the high magnetizing current; in addition
at high speeds, the double salient arrangement increases
the windage losses which further worsen the efficiency.
The highest performance in terms of power factor, torque
density and efficiency are exhibited by SPMSMs. Adopting
rare-earth permanent magnets materials, with a high energy
density, avoids the need for magnetizing current and increases
power factor, efficiency and power density. The biggest
challenge for this machine topology comes from the large
forces acting on the rotor at the maximum speed. Thus, it is
necessary to design and manufacture a retention system that
can guarantee the integrity of the rotor [21]. Great care is
required into the estimation of the additional high frequency
losses the laminated iron, the magnets and retaining sleeve
are subjected, so as to remain within their thermal limits of
the different components of the machine [22], [23].

B. DEVELOPED SPMSM DESIGN
Several metrics have been weighted during the design of the
machine for optimum performance, and in particular power
density, efficiency and power factor have been considered.
The SPMSM machine has been designed with a 8.5 kW rated
power, when running at 120 krmp, all the other parameters
and geometrical specifications are reported in Table 1.

To achieve the best performance, an optimal distribution of
losses have been derived considering a number of slot/pole
and winding configurations, as shown in [24], while satisfying
constraints and requirements. A distributed winding configu-
ration with 24 slots and 4 poles has been chosen, as it meets
the aforementioned goals, especially in terms of losses distri-
bution. This allows the design of a machine where the pre-
vailing losses are stator and rotor iron ones, reaching a com-
promise between efficiency and simplicity of heat extraction,
leading to a easier thermal management. For the rotor design
a mechanical trade-off analysis has been conducted, with the
goal of determining the retaining sleeve properties such as the
material and the thickness. From the rotor-dynamic point of

FIGURE 2. Flux density distribution at no load.

view, the first critical frequency has been designed to be at
higher than the operating maximum speed. A quasi-Halbach
array of samarium-cobalt magnets has been designed, with the
aim of raising the fundamental flux density at the air-gap, for a
higher power density, while at the same time improving man-
ufacturability of the rotor assembly with respect to a full Hal-
bach structure. A lamination material thickness of 0.17 mm
has been chosen, in order to reduce iron losses as much as
possible. Another factor that goes towards the reduction of
iron losses, is the design of the machine itself, that was specif-
ically tuned to work with low iron flux densities, as clearly
shown in Fig. 2. Once the number of turns in series per phase
has been chosen according to the rated voltage, the selection
of the number of strands composing each conductor has been
done with the aim of reducing both strand and bundle level AC
copper losses [25], [26]. The cooling system was designed to
limit the maximum winding temperature rise within the limit
of the adopted insulation class and it is formed by a single
channel water jacket surrounding the stator laminations [24]
with a coolant flow rate of 15 l/m. As mentioned previously,
one of the specific goals of the design was the minimization
of rotor losses, i.e. eddy current losses induced in the conduc-
tive regions of the rotor by asynchronously rotating harmonic
fields [27]. These harmonics are an effect generated by the
interaction between slotting effect, the distortion in stator cur-
rents and the geometric distribution of conductors along the
machine circumference. The chosen slot/pole combination re-
duces this phenomenon, when ignoring the distortion in stator
currents, thus considering perfectly sinusoidal waveform. In
Section IV and V the impact of current distortion introduced
by the various converter architectures on the designed ma-
chine will be shown.

III. CONVERTER ARCHITECTURES OVERVIEW
To evaluate the impact of the machine drive upon the overall
system performance, three different architectures have been
examined: the classic Voltage Source Inverter (VSI), that is
widely used today, the Current Source Inverter (CSI), that
while typically used only in very high power installations, is
attractive for it’s potentially lower current distortion and the
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FIGURE 3. Considered converter topologies.

Neutral Point Clamped Inverter (NPC). The basic structures,
shown in Fig. 3, and mode of operation of the three converters
are broadly similar: a power source, appropriately filtered to
form a DC-link, is fed into a full bridge type circuit that pro-
duces the desired output waveforms. The VSI uses a simple
capacitor on the input, not needing any active input stages as
opposed to other architectures [28] and a normal three phase
bridge on the output. An output filter can be adopted in order
to improve output power quality, even though it is not essential
for the converter operation. The NPC is an evolution of the
previous architecture, that uses three voltage levels instead of
two for the output waveform synthesis. In order to accomplish
this, a third level is generated by splitting the input voltage
equally using two series capacitors for the DC-link. In the
output section each transistor of a classic bridge is substituted
with two equal switching elements in series with a diode
connected between their mid-point and the mid point of the
DC-link. The main advantage of this topology are the better
behaviour at higher switching frequencies due to the lower
voltage differences for each switching transient. The higher
number of switching elements constitutes its main disadvan-
tage, increasing the cost significantly. The last of the consid-
ered topologies is the CSI; this converter works on a dual
principle with respect to the VSI. A DC current is produced
by an input switching regulator, and then filtered by the large
DC-Link inductance. This is then fed to the output bridge that
applies it periodically to the appropriate load phase. In order
to avoid voltage spikes due to the rapidly changing current on
the motor inductance an output filter capacitance is necessary.
The topology has various advantages, such as the possibility
of a feed-forward current control and the high tolerance to
overcurrent events, as the dc-link naturally limits both the
maximum fault current and also its rise time. Disadvantages of
this architecture include potentially slower dynamic response,
when compared to voltage based converters with the same
switching frequency, as the filter inductor limits the rate of
change of the current, and higher power losses due to the
presence of diodes in series with each switching element.

IV. SIMULATIONS SETTINGS
A. DRIVE SIMULATIONS
To compare the performance of the examined architec-
tures, within the whole torque-speed plane of the machine,
electro-thermal simulations have been performed in a
Simulink-PLECS environment. A high value of input voltage,
600 V DC, has been considered with the aim of minimizing

the joule losses. In order to maximize the power density, min-
imizing both weights and volumes, no output filters have been
used where possible. The high switching frequency (40 kHz)
implies that the natural low pass response due to the machine
inductance is strong enough not to require additional filtering.
Furthermore, any additional series inductance would limit
the dynamic response of the system with low impact to the
output quality. The device selection has been performed on
the basis of the required voltage breakdown requirement for
each topology; the use of wide bandgap devices is preferred
given the high operating frequencies involved. In addition to
that, only monolithic devices have been considered, as series
and parallel configuration, unless required by the architecture,
can negatively affect the overall reliability both in terms of in-
creased number of points of failure and uneven stress between
devices as shown in [29]. For industrial application, 1200 V
breakdown voltage devices constitute the most adopted solu-
tion, because of the three-phase mains can provide a DC Link
voltage in the range of 600 V. Considering the technology de-
velopment, 1200 V SiC devices are widely available, whereas
GaN devices have been so far optimized for the low-voltage
range (up to 600 V). This enables GaN devices to be used only
in multi-level topologies. For this reason the gallium nitride
base HEMT, with a 600 V breakdown voltage, are selected
for the NPC solution, whereas the Silicon Carbide MOSFETs
have been selected for the voltage and current source inverters.
The choice was made to exploit the potential of the best per-
forming technology available at the moment on the market for
the different operating voltages of the devices. Another possi-
bility is to use the same technology for all three converters, but
this would disadvantage NPC unfairly. The diodes used in the
CSI and NPC architectures are also based on Silicon Carbide
technologies. Table 2 summarizes the main parameters that
have been used for the design of each converter along with the
selected devices. The power losses in the active devices can be
split into conduction and switching losses [30]. The first ones
are occurring when a device is conducting, they depend from
the current peak magnitude Im, its phase angle θ , the converter
modulation index M and the device on-state characteristics, in
particular the on state resistance Rds for MOSFETs as shown
in Equation (1).

Pcond = I2
mRdsM

2π

(
1 + 1

3
cos(2θ )

)
(1)
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TABLE 2. Inverters Parameters

The switching losses conversely occurs only during switch
transitions between conducting and blocking state. Since
switching losses depends on a number of device specific pa-
rameters, which are usually not disclosed by the manufacturer,
they are inferred from datasheets, which instead provide the
energy loss associated with a single turn on/off event, Eon and
Eof f , measured in a specific operating point. In Equations (2)
to (4), these values are used after normalization to calculate
switching losses.

PON =
(

Im

π

VDC

2

)
fsw

Eon

Vtest Itest
(2)

POFF =
(

Im

π

VDC

2

)
fsw

Eof f

Vtest Itest
(3)

PSW t = PON + POFF (4)

In all the performed simulations a piecewise linear ap-
proach is adopted, in order to achieve reasonable computa-
tional run time. The load currents, voltages and device losses
have been saved after startup. The harmonic content of the
output current has been calculated by FFT, after the appli-
cation of a Hanning window, to avoid border discontinuity
effects. The results from this analysis are then used to obtain a
realistic losses profile of the machine, as discussed in the next
sub-section.

B. ELECTRIC MACHINE FE SIMULATIONS
The evaluation of the eddy current losses in the rotor solid
components, the iron losses in the laminated one and the
AC copper losses due to the non-uniform current density
distribution within the slot are the main challenges related to
the electromagnetic losses evaluation of high speed perma-
nent magnet machines. While the calculation of the skin and
proximity component of the AC copper losses can be carried
out analytically, the determination of the circulating current
requires more effort. These arise in case the single conductors
are made of more parallel strands and the conductors are not
transposed along the axial length of the machine. This phe-
nomena is strictly related to the real positions of the strands
inside the slot and becomes important when random wound
winding are adopted as in this case study. Different works

have addressed the evaluation of circulating currents both
analytically (essentially based on circuital approach) [31] and
FE study [32]. In this work, a FE simulation considering the
worst case scenario in terms of conductors distribution within
the slot has been carried out in order to estimate the resistance
factor (kac/dc = Rac/Rdc) as function of the frequency. Then,
the copper loss due to a certain time harmonic has been calcu-
lated from the relative dc copper loss and the resistance factor
using the following formulation:

Pcu = 3Rdc

hmax∑
h=0

kac/dc(h)I (h)2 (5)

A modified Steinmetz model, reported in Equation (6), where
kh and ke are respectively the hysteresis and eddy current
losses coefficients fitting the manufacturer loss data, has been
used to calculate the stator iron losses.

Pf e = kh f αBβ + ke(s f B)2 (6)

The number of steps to be used in the time-step FE simulation
of the machine has been selected fixing the maximum current
harmonic order to consider and the number of step needed
to evaluate the latter. For all the analyzed converters and
operating points, the considered maximum current harmonic
order is the 100th which has been evaluated with 20 time-
steps. The accurate evaluation of the eddy-current losses in
the permanent magnets and the retaining sleeve require a 3D
FEA with a remarkable fine mesh in the regions where the
eddy current arise. Fully analytical and mixed FE-analytical
methods have been proposed in the literature to avoid such
high computational expensive simulation [33], [34]. In the
following, the approach proposed in [35] has been adopted
to calculate the eddy current losses in the solid parts of the
rotor. In particular, a 2D FE simulation with an adjusted value
of the permanent magnet resistivity has been carried out in
order to consider its temperature variation along with a cor-
rection factor accounting for the three-dimensional nature of
the problem. The following equations report the equivalent
magnet resistivity ρeq as function of its temperature T , with
a and b being coefficients depending on the materials, and the
3D correction factor F :

ρeq = bT + a

F
(7)

F = 3

4

L2

L2 + w2
(8)

where L and w are respectively the active length and the
average circumferential width of the magnets.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. DRIVE SIMULATIONS
The losses analysis results, determined for the topologies
under study, can be found in Fig. 4, for different machine
operating points (33%, 66% and 100% of both rated current
and maximum speed). The higher CSI losses are due to both
the presence of diodes in the main current conduction path in
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FIGURE 4. Simulated power losses and output current THD for the studied converter topologies.

addition to the switching transistors, and also to the need to
keep a fixed DC-link current always circulating, for optimal
dynamic performance reasons. The lowest losses have been
achieved by the NPC multi-level converter, thanks to the use
of a lower breakdown voltage class transistors, allowed by
the lower stresses imposed to them by this architecture. The
lower on state resistance of these devices not only completely
offsets the higher number of conducting devices in series,
but results in a net loss reduction. Clearly the losses of the
three converters present an obvious strong dependence from
the current rather than the frequency. With the devices choice
adopted, the topology guaranteeing the lowest losses in the
whole operating range is the NPC, followed by the VSI and
CSI. From the analysis of current THD, also shown in Fig. 4,
several remarks can be made. The CSI topology shows the
lowest THD in the all operating conditions, except at lowest
speed and the high currents. This is due to an undamped res-
onance in the LCL network constituted by DC-Link and load
inductances together with the filter’s capacitors. Several works
are presented in literature to passively or actively damping the
resonance [36], [37], but this is beyond the scope of this work.
The CSI presents a very low harmonic current distortion at
the maximum speed and tends to gradually worsen at lower
speeds, due to the increase of the output filter gain at lower
harmonics. The NPC inverter shows a lower current harmonic
distortion compared to the VSI in the whole operating range.
For both of them, the current THD increases as the current
decreases and as the speed increases. The frequency depen-
dence is due to the fact that low harmonics in the synthesized
voltage and current, at low speed, are within the current loop
bandwidth of the converter, thus partially compensated. This
is a feasible approximation since a high bandwidth of the
current loop is requested for high dynamic at the rated speed.

The current THD as well as its spectrum composition highly
impacts the motor losses as current harmonics induce addi-
tional power losses in the electrical machine. In fact, a high
harmonic content of the phase currents has a threefold effect
of 1) increasing the AC copper losses, 2) creating additional
asynchronously airgap magnetic fields which further increase
the eddy current losses on the solid rotor parts and 3) increas-
ing the iron losses in the stator lamination. The current wave-
forms obtained through the converter simulations are used to
supply the electrical machine FE model and so compute the
machine losses as described in the following paragraph.

B. ELECTRICAL MACHINE SIMULATIONS
Fig. 5 a shows the machine losses, whose calculation has been
detailed in Section IV-B. The three main components of the
machine losses, iron losses, copper losses and eddy current
losses in the rotor parts, are shown considering the ideal
supply condition and the current waveform provided by the
three considered converters. For the ideal supply condition,
the stator iron losses are the biggest contributors to global
losses. During the design stage both eddy current losses in
the rotor and copper losses have been minimized being these
two components more difficult to extract and dissipate. As
opposed to the ideal situation, when the machine is supplied
with a real world converter synthesized current waveform, the
distribution of the losses drastically changes. In fact, from
the ideal supply condition to any of the considered convert-
ers supply, the copper losses presents the smallest increment,
the iron losses increase in the range of 10–100% according
to the converter and operating point, while the rotor eddy
current losses exhibits the largest deviation (approximately
about 104% increment). Fig. 5(b) reports the machine losses
variations respect to the ideal supply condition in logarithmic
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FIGURE 5. (a) Power losses distribution of the electrical machine, (b) Power losses variations (respect to the ideal supply condition) of the electrical
machine and current THD at 66% the rated current.

FIGURE 6. (a) System losses distribution of the studied architectures, (b) Constant power loss loci in the torque-speed plane of all the loss component.

scale along with the current THD only for one current level.
Analysing Fig. 5 the following conclusions can be deduced.
� The least performing architecture is the VSI. It results in

the the largest deviation from the ideal case in all loss
components, being the stator iron losses the biggest one
in absolute terms and the rotor losses in relative term.

� The best performing solution is the CSI although the
NPC provides similar current THD except for low cur-
rent values. This is due to the position of the current
harmonics in the spectrum, the CSI provide a current
waveform whose distortion is in the low frequency range
leading to a lower iron and rotor losses respect to the
NPC.

� All the loss increments are proportional to the current
THD for any of the considered converter; when the cur-
rent THDs are similar the position of the highest har-
monics within the spectrum is the most influential factor
affecting the machine losses (for this kind of machines it
is preferable to have current harmonics of lower order).

VI. ARCHITECTURE COMPARISON
A. SYSTEM LOSSES AND THEIR ALLOCATION
The losses distribution of the whole system is found in
Fig. 6(a). The NPC converter allows achieving the highest
performance in the entire torque-speed operating plane. Com-
paring the CSI with the VSI, the former presents lower losses
in the high-speed region while the latter performs better in the
low-speed region. This behaviour can be ascribed to the differ-
ent weight and rate of increment of the machine and converter
losses as the speed increases. Indeed, tvhe CSI performs better
(respect to the VSI) in the high-speed region because of its
low machine losses and its performance worsen as the speed
decreases due to its high converter losses. The distribution of
losses between the two components of the system is highly
asymmetric for both VSI and NPC, i.e. the losses are mainly
allocated in the electrical machine due to the high machine
losses associated to the VSI and the low converter losses
associated to the NPC. The CSI presents a more uniform dis-
tribution of the losses due to its high converter losses and low
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TABLE 3. Sensitivity Analysis: Input Mean and Variance for Each Considered Parameters; First Order (Si ) and Total Order (ST i ) Sensitivity Coefficients Both
for Converter Losses and Current THD

machine losses. Fig. 6(b) shows how the losses are distributed
in terms of constant loci in the torque-speed plane for the
ideal as well as for the converter supply scenarios. On one
hand, the NPC solution presents the lowest system losses, but
it does not feature the lowest rotor losses. On the other hand,
the CSI architecture exhibits high value of converter losses
but it presents really low value of rotor eddy current losses.
Therefore it can be stated that the NPC architecture is the
best solution efficiency-wise but the CSI can allow an easier
thermal management of the system being the rotor losses
more difficult to extract respect to the converter losses. It is
worth to underline that all the drawn considerations depend
on the selected power switches technologies and the electrical
machine design. Clearly in this case study, the NPC is advan-
taged by the adoption of 600 V GaN devices; however the
consideration about the distribution of the losses remain valid
also with a different devices choices.

B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The performance of a drive depend on the value of many
parameters. Since these are function of both design choices
and manufacturing tolerance it is of paramount importance
to correctly identify the sensitivity with respect to a vari-
ation of these quantities. The sensitivity analysis is a tool
to statistically evaluate their impact on overall performance.
However given the computational complexity of the analysis
and the deep knowledge required to correctly identify which
distribution to use for each parameter, only the following ones
have been considered: switching frequency ( fsw), on state
resistance (Rds(ON )) of the transistors and filtering compo-
nents values (LDC , CFLT ). Other parameters have not been
included in the analysis for a variety of reasons. Temperature
for example depends too heavily on the cooling system design,
which is out of the scope of this paper, to show any meaningful
result; several internal device parameters could also not be
included in this analysis as the range and distribution of varia-
tion is heavily dependent on the internal geometries and other
manufacturing details known only to the manufacture. Various

mathematical and statistical techniques can be employed, and
they can be divided into two main categories: local and global
sensitivity analysis. The first class of methods rely on the ana-
lytical or numerical partial differentiation of the model, in the
contour of operating points (hence local classification), with
respect to the various parameters whom sensitivities needs to
be evaluated. These techniques are difficult to apply because
their complexity (both computational and analytical) grows
rapidly as the number of variables, and repeated interactions
are needed in case of multiple operating points. Global meth-
ods, by contrast, use statistical analyses in order identify the
impact of a parameter variation on the model. In this study, the
variance based Sobol method [38] has been adopted which is
a global sensitivity analysis method. In its first step a suffi-
ciently high number of points in the input space are randomly
chosen, according to the chosen distribution of each parame-
ter; Table 3 shows mean and standard deviations of the normal
distributions used for this analyses. A simulation is then run
in each one of those points. The obtained results are then
used to calculate the sensitivity coefficients Si and STi. The
former is the first order sensitivity coefficient which indicates
the sensitivity of the output to first order variations of the ith

input parameter; the second one is the total order sensitivity
coefficient that considers both first and higher order effects.
The results of this analysis are always reported in Table 3.
With respect to power losses, there is an interesting difference
between VSI and NPC architectures. For the former, switch-
ing frequency is the most sensitive parameter, with a very high
first order impact, while on state resistance is less sensitive.
The NPC presents higher sensitivity to the on-state resistance
value. This is due to the higher number of devices conducting
the current in each converter state respect to VSI. In the CSI
case, as expected, the most influential parameter is the on
state resistance, the switching frequency is only marginally
relevant; the impact of DC link inductance and filter capac-
itance value is indeed negligible. With regards to THD, the
results are in line with expectations; in all the architectures,
switching frequency has by far the highest impact while on
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FIGURE 7. Experimental test bench.

TABLE 4. Test Rig Components

state resistance has almost none. DC link inductance and filter
capacitance in the CSI case have a notable impact on this
figure as attested by their STi, but this influence is only shown
in the higher order index, indicating the possible interaction
between these two parameters.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
With the aim of validating the reported results, a prototype
of the electrical machine has been manufactured and tested
using a custom VSI with SiC devices. In the following, a
brief description of the experimental test bench is provided
along with the results of the no-load tests and the efficiency
measurements for one speed level.

A. SETUP DESCRIPTION
The electrical machine prototype has been tested on the rig
depicted in Fig. 7. The experimental test bench components
have been listed in Table 4 except the auxiliary units (gear-
box and torquemeters lubrication systems, cooling systems

FIGURE 8. No load tests: (a) speeds, voltage and currents transient in
motoring mode, (b) induced voltages in generating mode at 30 krpm.

of both prime mover and motor under test). The power con-
verter used to supply the machine prototype is a three-phase
full-bridge converter, designed in house, whose details are
reported in [14]. The control algorithm was implemented on
a control platform also fully designed in house whose de-
scription is detailed in [39]. During the tests, the switching
frequency was set to 40 kHz as it has been considered during
the power loss study.

B. NO LOAD TEST RESULTS
Fig. 8(a) shows the transient performance acquired on the
host PC from the control platform during a motoring no-load
test when a trapezoidal speed reference has been imposed
reaching a speed of 30 krpm. The first sub-figure shows the
behaviour of the reference and measured speeds during the
whole test with an inset reporting the speed signals when
the steady state is reached. The other two sub-figures detail the
voltage reference and the reference and measured currents in
the d-q reference frame. Fig. 8(b) reports the induced voltage
at 30 krpm during a generating no-load test.

C. LOAD TEST RESULTS
Fig. 9(a) reports the measured and the estimated torque and
efficiencies as function of the current load (peak value) or the
mechanical power for a single operating speed (30 krpm). For
each operating point the thermal steady state has been reached
before measuring the input (via power analyser Newtons 4th
Ltd, PPA5500) and the output power (via the torquemeter).
Clearly there is a good match between the expected and the
measured torque while the efficiency is underestimated in
the low load range and overestimated in the high load range
although the trend is respected. The highlighted discrepancy
can be obviously ascribed to the accuracy of the evaluation
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FIGURE 9. (a) Comparison between the measured and estimated torque
and efficiency for different current levels at 30 krpm; (b) measured
phase-to-phase voltages and phase currents at 30 krpm and 14 Apk .

methods of the different sources of the losses. Fig. 9(b) reports
two phase to phase voltages and two phase currents acquired
with the oscilloscope during the load test at 30 krpm and
14 Apk .

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a comparison of three drive systems
having the same high speed electrical machine and three con-
verter architectures, namely VSI, CSI and NPC. Throughout
the work, the different sources of loss in the system have been
deeply investigated with the aim of evaluating the impact of
the converter choice on the system efficiency. To do so, first a
high speed permanent magnet synchronous machine has been
classically designed considering the ideal supply condition,
then the drive systems featuring the three selected converters,
suitably designed for the application, have been simulated
in Matlab/Simulink environment. The obtained current wave-
forms have been then used to estimate the machine losses by
FE method. The results presented in this work highlights the
importance of evaluating the effect of the converter choice on
the system efficiency and the need of considering how the
different source of losses are distributed within the machine
and between the machine and the converter. In particular, the
following conclusions, summarized also in Table 5, can be
drawn.
� From the converter perspective, the NPC has the lowest

losses, while the CSI is the least performing in the whole
operating range. This results is mainly due to the device
selected for the NPC and the need of having a constant
DC-link current for the CSI architecture. A different
choice respectively of devices and control strategy would
surely mitigate this differences but also affect the ma-
chine losses increment [28].

TABLE 5. Architectures Comparison; 1-Best, 3-Worst; * Not in the Whole
Operating Range

� Regarding the current THD, the CSI is the best solution
although for high loads and low speeds the NPC presents
similar if not slightly better values; the VSI is the worst
performing choice particularly for low loads.

� The CSI topology allows achieving the lowest machine
losses increment in the whole operating range except
in the high-load/low-speed region. Although the NPC
provides similar current THD compared to the CSI, the
latter provides a current spectrum whose distortion is
in the low frequency range leading to a lower iron and
rotor losses respect to the NPC. The VSI architecture
is the least performing one. These considerations are
deeply affected by the machine design, in particular the
distribution between iron, copper and rotor losses. In fact
a different distribution of the losses (i.e. less iron more
copper losses) would have disadvantaged less the VSI
respect to the other two architectures.

� System-wise, the NPC provides the highest efficiency for
all the operating points. The CSI performs better than the
VSI in the high-speed region because of its low machine
losses and its performance worsen as the speed decreases
due to its high converter losses.

� Although the NPC is best from the drive efficiency point
of view, it is not the solution providing the lowest ma-
chine rotor losses. The latter are definitely more difficult
to extract respect to the iron and copper losses of the ma-
chine and the converter losses. From this standpoint, the
CSI architecture presents the lowest rotor eddy current
losses at the expense of higher converter losses.

� The NPC and CSI converter losses are highly affected by
the variation of the on-state resistance while the VSI one
is more sensible to the switching frequency change.

� The current THD and so the machine losses are definitely
more sensible to the variation of the switching frequency.

� In spite of the better system efficiency, the NPC also
shows a greater hardware and software complexities re-
spect to the other two architectures. This is mainly due
to the higher number of devices, that require more artic-
ulated gate driver circuit and PWM strategies to balance
the neutral point voltage.
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The loss trend has been validated experimentally for the
VSI architecture, showing a good agreement between the ex-
pected and the measured efficiency.
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